Thank God - *Stay in Your Lane*

**A Bigger - ___**

C_________ and T_________ are mutually exclusive.

D_________ fueled by C_________ is dangerous.

*A heart at peace gives life to the body, but envy rots the bones.*  
Proverbs 14:30

No T_____ and all C_______ gets you N_______.

**Comparison Wisdom**

And I saw that all toil and all achievement spring from one person’s envy of another. This too is meaningless, a chasing after the wind.  
Ecclesiastes 4:4

It’s an E_______ R____ with no F_______ L_____.

**Fools fold their hands** and ruin themselves.  
Ecclesiastes 4:5

Result: K_____ up or G_____ up.

D______________ is guaranteed.

So we don’t look at the troubles we can see now; rather, we fix our eyes on things that cannot be seen. For the things we see now will soon be gone, but the things we cannot see will last forever.  
2 Corinthians 4:18
A Better Approach

Better one handful with **tranquillity** than two handfuls with **toil and chasing** after the wind.  
*Ecclesiastes 4:6*

Chasing **M_____** always leads to wanting **M______**.

Again I saw something **meaningless** under the sun: There was a man **all alone**; he had neither son nor brother. There was **no end** to his toil, yet his eyes were **not content** with his wealth.  
*Ecclesiastes 4:7,8*

If you don’t **E_____** your life, others don’t either.

“For **whom** am I toiling,” he asked, “and why am I **depriving** myself of **enjoyment**?” This too is meaningless—a miserable business!  
*Ecclesiastes 4:8*

You can’t **W_____** when you are **C________** the **W_____**.

Look to others for **I________**, but not **I________**.

**What Do I Do Now?**

**D_____** who is in your **M______**.

Stop **F________** living in the **C__________ **T______**.

Begin running the **J_____ R_____** for the first time.